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**Introduction**

In total hip revision arthroplasty each case offers the surgeon the possibility to use an implant system in combination with an operative technique matching the new standards of implant technology and evidence based medicine. The objective of this presentation is to demonstrate a consensus-based revision strategy for all possible revision scenarios.

**Materials and Methods**

All possible revision scenarios were subdivided in 12 different revision-causes which were linked to either the acetabular or the stem component. Subsequently 12 guide-line tables were developed. Each table demonstrates for each revision scenario the typical current revision procedure and the potential advantages using a new ceramic revision ball system.

**Results**

The reasons for the current procedures and the new ceramic ball system are systematically reviewed and discussed. As an example Table 1 demonstrates the current and future revision strategy in the case of aseptic loosening and/or mechanical failure of the acetabular component.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate an example of acetabular bar leading to mechanical failure.

---

Figure 1:
Preoperative radiographs of secondary OA due to hip dysplasia (DDH).
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Figure 2: Postoperative radiographs after hybrid THA with femoral head autograft acetabular roof augmentation.

Figure 3: Mechanical failure of the left acetabular component.

Table 1: Recommendations in case of aseptic loosening of the acetabular component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revision cause</th>
<th>Stem / Cup</th>
<th>Typical current procedure</th>
<th>Why?</th>
<th>Procedure with ceramic revision head</th>
<th>Why?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aseptic Acetabular Loosening</td>
<td>Stem can remain in situ</td>
<td>1. Removal of head component</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td>1. Removal of head component.</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. New acetabular component or new PE-Liner</td>
<td></td>
<td>2. New acetabular component or new PE-Liner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Ceramic head should not be used. Metal-head is preferably used if inspection and palpation of the stem taper does not demonstrate any damage.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Ceramic revision head is recommended.</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

♦ During the disengagement of the head component – both with metal and ceramic heads – the surface structure of the stem taper will be damaged. If a ceramic head would be used, there is an increased risk of breakage. Within the conically shaped ceramic ball hoop stress concentrations can develop based on the surface damage of the stem taper.

♦ If the articulation partners Ceramic / PE or Ceramic/Ceramic are used a decreased wear rate can be expected eventually leading to a reduced revision rate and to a longer implant survival.

♦ If the articulation partners Ceramic/Ceramic are used the three body wear problem will be excluded.